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CHICAGO – A number of films have been inducted into the Universal line of 100th Anniversary Blu-rays, the best wave of catalog Blu-ray
releases of 2012 and an increasingly impressive collection, but few have been as current as Oliver Stone’s “Born on the Fourth of July.”
Oliver Stone has a new movie in theaters (“Savages”), co-star Kyra Sedgwick is starting her final season of TNT’s “The Closer” this week,
and, well, star Tom Cruise has been in the headlines a bit lately. Maybe you noticed.

Rating: 4.0/5.0

My concern about all the drama surrounding Tom Cruise’s personal life and religious beliefs is that it will overshadow the fact that he’s a
damn good actor. He’s one of the best of his generation and he’s constantly underrated in large part due to his actual drama. He should have
at least two Oscars by now for either “Magnolia” or “Jerry Maguire” (nominated for both but lost) or Stone’s amazing adaptation of Ron
Kovic’s book, the first film to earn Cruise an Oscar nod back in 1989. It’s an amazing performance and stands as one of the actor’s best.

“Born on the Fourth of the July” really is a quasi-sequel to Stone’s Oscar-winning “Platoon.” (That film won Best Picture while “Born” only
took Best Director, losing Pic to “Driving Miss Daisy,” a true Oscar crime in a VERY good year. Cruise lost to Daniel Day-Lewis and the
amazing Robert Richardson saw his cinematography lose to “Glory.”) Stone’s first Vietnam film told a very personal story about being in
country whereas his follow-up, only three years later, told the story of coming home. It is still an amazingly powerful film.

Sadly, Universal’s Blu-ray release is pretty mediocre. The transfer is just OK and the special features are minimal. In fact, it’s just one
featurette and a commentary that have been transferred from a previous release and commercials for other Univeral 100th Anniversary
editions. It’s one of the best films in this fantastic wave of releases but one of the most lackluster Blu-rays.
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Born on the Fourth of July was released on Blu-ray on July 3, 2012

Photo credit: Universal

Synopsis:
Tom Cruise delivers a riveting and unforgettable portrayal of Vietnam veteran Ron Kovic in Oliver Stone’s Academy Award winning
masterpiece Born On The Fourth Of July. Based on a true story, the acclaimed film follows the young Kovic from a zealous teen who eagerly
volunteers for the Vietnam War, to an embittered veteran paralyzed from the mid-chest down. Deeply in love with his country, Kovic returned
to an environment vastly different from the one he left, and struggled before emerging as a brave new voice for the disenchanted.

Special Features:
o From The NBC News Archives - Backstory: Born On The Fourth Of July
o Feature Commentary With Director Oliver Stone
o 100 Years Of Universal: Academy Award Winners
o 100 Years Of Universal: The ’80s

“Born on the Fourth of July” stars Tom Cruise, Willem Dafoe, Frank Whaley, and Kyra Sedgwick. It was directed by Oliver Stone and released
on Blu-ray/DVD/Digital combo pack on July 3, 2012.
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